D-Rex, a program for calculation of seismic anisotropy due to crystal lattice preferred orientation in the convective upper mantle
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SUMMARY
Models of development of lattice preferred orientation (LPO) of crystals aggregates in convective flow are necessary to interpret the anisotropic seismic signature of the Earth’s upper mantle. For that purpose we previously developed a model of LPO evolution in olivine aggregates by plastic deformation and dynamic recrystallization by subgrain rotation and grain-boundary migration. This paper presents a refined version of that model, called D-Rex (for dynamic recrystallization-induced LPO), a public version of which is made available on our web site. The code displays two new features: (1) enstatite is incorporated in the aggregates and (2) grain-boundary sliding (GBS) of small grains is taken into account. Enstatite is incorporated on the assumption of no direct interaction with olivine. The fast (a)-axis of enstatite grains tend to be parallel to the slow (c)-axis of olivine, which dilutes the total anisotropy. Grain boundary sliding is included using a threshold dimensionless volume fraction $\chi$, defined as the ratio of the initial size of the grains over the size for which GBS is the dominant mechanism of deformation. Grains with a dimensionless volume smaller than $\chi$ do not rotate by plastic deformation and their strain energy is set to zero. Comparison with torsion experiments at very large strain constrains the threshold dimensionless volume to $0.3 \pm 0.1$. The incorporation of grain-boundary sliding prevents the LPO from becoming singular at large strains and yields more realistic predictions. Our kinematic formalism and the model’s semi-analytical character insures that it is fast, robust and stable. It can be applied efficiently to arbitrary 3-D convective flows.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Seismic anisotropy in the upper mantle is routinely attributed to the lattice-preferred orientation (LPO) of olivine crystals in the convective flow (Nicolas & Christensen 1987). Experimental deformations of olivine crystals show that the change of the crystallographic orientation of the crystals is due to dislocation creep and to dynamic recrystallization by subgrain rotation and grain-boundary migration (Nicolas et al. 1973; Zhang et al. 2000; Bystricky et al. 2000; Lee et al. 2002). These observations can be used to elaborate theoretical models of LPO development by plastic deformation and dynamic recrystallization.

To develop a model of LPO evolution, one can start from the atomic level to predict the behaviour of the crystal defects and the resulting LPO. Such an approach is useful for better understanding of the microphysics of the deformation process but is very difficult to implement in a macroscopic convection code. An alternative is to use a rather simple model that accounts for the basic macrophysics of the deformation mechanisms and is easy to incorporate in convection codes (Chastel et al. 1993; Tommasi et al. 1998; Dawson & Wenk 2000; Blackman & Wenk 2002; Becker et al. 2003). Here we propose such a simplified theory for crystal rotation by plastic deformation and dynamic recrystallization, involving only a small number of parameters constrained by comparison with laboratory experiments.

Models of plastic deformation calculate the deformation of the different crystals forming the aggregate as a function of their orientation relative to an imposed stress tensor (Etchecopar 1977; Takeshita et al. 1990; Ribe & Yu 1991; Wenk et al. 1991; Chastel et al. 1993; Tommasi et al. 2000). In models of dynamic recrystallization, the deformation of each crystal is used to estimate its density of dislocations which itself drives dynamic recrystallization (Wenk & Tomé 1999; Kaminski & Ribe 2001). Grains favourably oriented for the deformation (soft grains) tend to have a large density of dislocations and nucleate new subgrains by subgrain rotation. The dislocation-free subgrains lower the plastic energy of the soft grains and make them grow by grain-boundary migration. As a result, soft orientations dominate the LPO as observed in laboratory experiments (Nicolas et al. 1973; Zhang & Karato 1995; Bystricky et al. 2000).

Models of dynamic recrystallization of olivine are in very good agreement with the LPO displayed by the relict grains in simple shear experiments for strain up to 200 per cent (Wenk & Tomé 1999; Kaminski & Ribe 2001).
Dynamic recrystallization is a rather complex process that is still not completely understood. However, the basic physics underlying the process seems to be established firmly enough to propose first-order models. Plastic deformation of a crystal in an aggregate occurs by dislocation creep on slip systems. Each dislocation creates a local field which builds up the global strain energy of the crystal. Dynamic recrystallization tends to decrease the strain energy by two processes: grain-boundary migration and nucleation (Poirier & Guillopé 1979; Karato 1987). The difference of strain energy drives the model. Weidner et al. (2002) will be presented as a function of dimensionless time, \( \tilde{\epsilon}_t \), which will decrease the total anisotropy of the aggregate. Before deformation, the volume fraction of the largest population is formed by soft grains with a high density of dislocations, whereas a secondary population is formed by grains with a small density of dislocations (see their Figs 2 and 3). These two families are the ones favoured by grain boundary migration and dominate the LPO in Kaminski & Ribe (2001). Furthermore, the model of Kaminski & Ribe (2001) has recently been used successfully to predict new LPO observed in deformed wet olivine aggregates (Jung & Karato 2001; Kaminski 2002). The quantity \( a_{i\nu}^s \) is the cosine of the angle between the \( i \)th crystal axis \((i = 1, 2, 3)\) and the associated direction cosines, \( \phi_{\nu}^i \) and \( \theta_{\nu}^i \). The orientation of each grain relative to an external axis. Before deformation, the volume fraction of the grains is set to \( 1/N \) and their orientation is random. As a function of the externally imposed deformation, the large grains deform by an intracrystalline slip, which controls the rotation of the crystallographic axes, and undergo dynamic recrystallization, which controls the evolution of the volume fractions. The small grains deform by grain-boundary sliding.

The model is based on an ‘averaged field’ formalism. We do not keep track of the exact interaction between one grain and its neighbours but each grain is considered as an inclusion in a homogeneous isotropic medium whose properties are the weighted average of the properties of all grains as in the other usual models (Tommasi et al. 2000). The grain shape is assumed to be spherical due to dynamic recrystallization.

As in the original formulation of Ribe & Yu (1991), the present model is only kinematic and does not introduce the macroscopic stress explicitly. All the equations in the following will be made dimensionless using a strain rate scale \( \tilde{\epsilon}_o \). In particular the results will be presented as a function of dimensionless time, \( \tilde{\epsilon}_s \). In pure shear, this dimensionless time is equal to half the natural strain \( \ln(c_1/c_3) \), with \( c_1 \) the long axis of the finite strain ellipsoid and \( c_3 \) its short axis. In simple shear, the natural strain is \( \ln(a/c) = 2 \sinh^{-1}(\tilde{\epsilon}_s) \).

### 3.1 Plastic deformation

In Kaminski & Ribe (2001)’s model, as in Ribe & Yu (1991), individual grains of each mineral phase \( m \) in the aggregate respond to an imposed deformation by a combination of a rigid body rotation and simple shear on a slip system \( s \) independent slip systems \((s = 1, 2, 3)\) for olivine and \( s = 1 \) for enstatite, each of which is assumed to obey a power-law rheology with an activation stress \( \tau_{s\nu}^a \) and a stress exponent \( n \) (in the following, \( n \) is set to 3.5 for olivine and enstatite Bai et al. 1991). The deformation rate of each crystal \( v \) is described by a local velocity gradient tensor

\[
\dot{d}_{ij} = G_{ij} \gamma^{\nu\nu} - \epsilon_{ijk} \omega_{k}^{\nu},
\]

where \( \omega^{\nu} \) is the rotation rate of the crystallographic axes and \( \gamma^{\nu\nu} \) is the rate of slip on the weakest slip system. Here and henceforth, the Einstein summation convention is assumed for all indices, except \( v \) and \( s \). The tensor \( G_{ij} \) is equivalent to a Schmid tensor, and is given by (Ribe & Yu 1991)

\[
G_{ij} = 2 \sum_{z=1}^{3} \beta_{z}^{\nu\mu} I_{i}^{\nu} I_{j}^{\mu},
\]

where \( I_{i}^{\nu} \) and \( n_{j}^{\nu} \) are unit vectors in the slip direction and normal to the slip plane of slip system \( s \), respectively, and

\[
F_{m}^{\nu} = \tau_{s} I_{m}^{\nu} \frac{\tau_{s} I_{m}^{\nu} \gamma_{s}^{\nu\nu} \tau_{s} I_{m}^{\nu}}{\tau_{s} I_{m}^{\nu} \gamma_{s}^{\nu\nu} \tau_{s} I_{m}^{\nu}},
\]

where \( \gamma_{s}^{\nu\nu} \) is the rate of strain on the slip system \( s \) and \( L_{s}^{\nu} \) is the unit normal to the slip plane.
where $I^v = I^v_i n^v_i E_{ij}$, with $E_{ij}$ the imposed macroscopic strain rate tensor, and $\tau_0$ is a reference activation stress chosen among the slip systems of the different mineral phases forming the aggregate. In the following, we will choose the activation stress for the softest slip systems of the different mineral phases as a function of their critical reference shear stresses and of their orientations relative to the macroscopic strain rate tensor. Because the reference stress $\tau_0$ is the same for all the phases in the aggregate, $\beta$ quantifies the relative deformation of the phases. A phase with very large activation stresses (small $\beta$) will hardly deform while a softer phase (small $\beta$ close to 1) will accommodate the imposed deformation.

For a given externally imposed velocity gradient tensor $D_0$ the plastic deformation of the crystals is only a function of their orientation and of the values of the dimensionless reference resolved shear stresses (RRSS) $\tau^m_0 / \tau_0$, for the shear planes of the different phases. The values of the RRSS are obtained from laboratory measurements on single crystals and are given in Table 1. The effect of water can be incorporated at that stage by changing accordingly the values of the RRSS (Kaminski 2002). The quantities $\gamma^v$, $\omega^v$, are then analytically calculated by minimizing the difference between the local crystal velocity gradient tensor $D_0^v$ and the imposed global velocity gradient tensor $D_0$ (Kaminski & Ribe 2001). Von Mises’ criterion states that five independent slip systems are required for a crystal to follow an arbitrary imposed deformation. As olivine has only three independent slip systems, the local and imposed velocity gradient tensors are not equal in general. An extra deformation of the grains (of about 10 per cent (Kaminski & Ribe 2001)), by dislocation climb and/or grain-boundary sliding, is thus implicitly required in the model. From $\omega^v$, one can calculate the change of orientations of the crystals, whereas $\gamma^v$ is used to estimate strain energy.

### 3.2 Strain energy

The stored strain energy of a grain is a function of its dislocation density. It has been observed that the dislocation density in deforming olivine crystals reaches a steady state at a small strain (about 1 per cent (Durham et al. 1977)). At steady state and in the absence of nucleation, the stored strain energy density $E$ of a crystal would be just the strain energy stored by the dislocations,

$$ E = A \mu b^2, $$

with $A$ a dimensionless constant, $\mu$ the shear modulus and $b$ is the length of the Burgers’ vector. In a highly deformed grain, the dislocations can rearrange to form dislocation walls and nucleate new grains. These grains are dislocation free, and lower the bulk energy density of the parent grain. The strain energy $E_m^v$ of a crystal of phase $m$ is then given by the volume average between the relict part of the grain, with a density of dislocation $\rho$, and the dislocation-free nucleated part of the grain,

$$ E^v_m = \alpha A \rho \mu b^2, $$

where $\alpha$ is the volume fraction of the crystal occupied by the relict non-recrystallized part of the grain. In Kaminski & Ribe (2001) the volume fraction of the relict part of the grain is given as a function of the square of the strain energy, i.e. of the square of the density of dislocation,

$$ \alpha = \exp ( - \lambda_m \rho^2 ) \equiv \exp \left[ - \lambda_m \left( \frac{\rho}{\rho_0} \right)^2 \right], $$

with $\lambda_m$ a nucleation parameter related to the efficiency of nucleation (the larger $\lambda_m$, the larger the nucleation rate) which may be a function of the applied stress, of the temperature and/or of the amount of water. A dimensionless nucleation parameter is introduced,

$$ \lambda^*_{m} = \lambda_m \rho_0^2, $$

with $\rho_0$, the reference dislocation density obtained from the strain rate scale using Orowan’s equation,

$$ \dot{\epsilon}_o = \rho_0 \nu v, $$

with $v$ the velocity of dislocations and $\dot{\epsilon}_o$, the strain rate scale, defined by the maximum absolute value of the eigenvalues of the external strain rate tensor.

To estimate the strain energy of a crystal, it is thus sufficient to know its density of dislocations. At steady state, the density of dislocation is proportional to stress to the power $p \approx 1.5$ (Durham et al. 1977; Poirier 1985; Bai & Kohlstedt 1992). As the strain rate is itself proportional to the stress to the power $n$, the density of dislocation is proportional to the strain rate to the power $p/n$. The resulting expression for the dimensionless strain energy of the grain is then

$$ E^v_m = \frac{E^v_m}{\rho_0 \mu b^2} = \frac{\sum I^v_s}{\tau^m_0 / \tau_0} \exp \left[ - \lambda^*_{m} ( I^v_s )^2 \right], $$

with

$$ I^v_s = \left( \frac{\tau^m_0}{\tau_0} \right)^{n-p} \left( \frac{\dot{\epsilon}_s}{\dot{\epsilon}_o} \right)^{p/n}, $$

where $I^v_s$ is the strain rate on the slip system $s$. These relationships would break down if the density of dislocations cannot be considered to be in steady state, i.e. for strains smaller than 1 per cent. In consequence the model should not apply to the case of static recrystallization.

Once the strain rate scale $\dot{\epsilon}_o$ has been calculated from the externally imposed velocity gradient tensor $D_0$, the dimensionless strain energy of the grains is obtained from the strain energy equations (10) and (11). The strain energy is then a function only of the dimensionless reference resolved shear stress of the shear planes of the different mineral phases, and of the value of the dimensionless nucleation rate $\lambda^*_{m}$. The values of the RRSS are given in Table 1 for enstatite and olivine. The value of $\lambda^*_{m}$ has been estimated by Kaminski & Ribe (2001) to be about 5 from comparison with LPO obtained in experimental deformations of olivine aggregates. No experiments are yet available to estimate the value of $\lambda^*_{m}$ for enstatite. For now we will use the same value for enstatite as for olivine.
3.3 Grain-boundary migration

Given the strain energy densities of all grains in the aggregate, the change of the volume fraction $f_m^v$ of a grain of a phase $m$ due to dynamic recrystallization is given by the dimensionless equation

$$\frac{df_m^v}{dt^*} = -M^*_m f_m^v (E_m^c - \bar{E}_m),$$

(12)

where $t^* = \epsilon_ol$ is the dimensionless time and $\bar{E}_m$ is the dimensionless volume average strain energy for phase $m$,

$$\bar{E}_m = \sum_v f_m^v E_m^c.$$  

(13)

As in the calculation of the plastic deformation of the crystals, we assume here that each crystal is subject to the same mean energy. Eq. (12) contains in addition a dimensionless grain-boundary mobility

$$M^*_m = X_m \frac{A\mu_b M_m}{v},$$

(14)

with $M_m$ the ‘intrinsic’ grain-boundary mobility, and $X_m$ the volume fraction of phase $m$ in the aggregate. The volume fraction $X_m$ implies here that grain-boundary migration is ‘geometrically’ less efficient in a multiphase aggregate because only that portion of the surface of a grain that is in contact with minerals of the same phase may migrate. For an aggregate of 100 per cent olivine, comparison with experimental data yields $M^*_m = 125 \pm 75$. Here again, as no information is available for enstatite yet, we will use the same value for the two phases.

3.4 Grain-boundary sliding

We assume that grain-boundary sliding is the dominant mechanism of deformation for small grains. A grain deforms dominantly by grain-boundary sliding if its volume is smaller than a threshold volume. Because the present model is based on volume fractions and does not specify explicitly the size of the grains, we express the activation of grain-boundary sliding in term of volume fractions as

$$\frac{f_m^v}{f_m^v\text{gb}} \leq 1,$$

(15)

where $f_m^v\text{gb}$ is the threshold volume fraction for the activation of grain-boundary sliding. Multiplied by the total volume of the aggregate, $f_m^v\text{gb}$ gives the threshold volume. Because volume fractions are usually small numbers which are difficult to interpret, we will use in the following the ratio of $f_m^v\text{gb}$ over the initial volume fraction $f^v_o$ of each grain,

$$\chi \equiv \frac{f_m^v\text{gb}}{f^v_o}.$$  

(16)

The threshold ‘dimensionless’ volume fraction $\chi$ is the third free parameter of the model. When the volume fraction of a grain decreases to $\chi f^v_o$, the grain deforms by grain-boundary sliding instead of dislocation creep. As a consequence it does not rotate by plastic deformation anymore, and its strain energy is set to zero. Such a threshold can be interpreted as the minimum dislocation length necessary to emit dislocations (Poirier 1985). This ensures a vanishing density of dislocations in very small grains even at large stress.

If $\chi$ is close to 0, then the fraction of grains deformed dominantly by grain-boundary sliding is negligible and the model is equivalent to Kaminski & Ribe (2001). If $\chi$ is larger than 1, all the grains deform by grain-boundary sliding and the distribution of orientations stays uniform. The actual value of $\chi$ is between 0 and 1 and can be constrained by comparison with experiments.

A major point of interest of the experiments of Bystricky et al. (2000) is that they give the evolution of the total LPO, i.e. not only of the large relict grains but also of the small grains generated by dynamic recrystallization. These small grains are precisely the ones supposed to affected by grain-boundary sliding (Lee et al. 2002). The comparison between the data of Bystricky et al. (2000) (complete LPO) and Zhang et al. (2000) (mainly relict grains) shows one common point and one difference. The common point of the two sets of experiments is the early development of a main peak aligned with the shear direction. The location and the rate of growth of this peak have been used to estimate $\chi$ and $M^*_m$ in Kaminski & Ribe (2001). Furthermore, in the two sets of experiments a secondary peak is also present 45° away from the main peak. This peak is formed by grains in a hard orientation characterized by a small density of dislocations. Their strain energy is only slightly larger than that of the recrystallized soft grains so their rate of shrinking is small. The difference between the two sets of experiments is that in Zhang et al. (2000) the relict grains forming that peak eventually disappear at about 100 per cent strain whereas in Bystricky et al. (2000) the secondary peak is still present at 500 per cent strain. It is likely that this peak is formed by small grains measured only in Bystricky et al. (2000).

If one knows both the orientation $\Phi_1$ of the secondary peak (i.e. 45° away from the shear direction) and the orientation $\Phi_1$ of the main peak (i.e. the shear direction) in the [100] plane, the average orientation can be estimated as

$$\Phi_a = (1 - r)\Phi_1 + r\Phi_1,$$

(17)

where $r$ is the volume fraction of the main peak. This estimation is accurate at strains larger than 50 per cent as the two main peaks did not dominate the LPO before. We estimated $r$ from Fig. 4 of Bystricky et al. (2000) by weighting the volume of the main and the secondary peak, and we compared it with the value obtained for various value of $\chi$ in the model. Fig. 1 gives the prediction of the model for 100 per cent strain in simple shear for two values of $\chi$.

If $\chi = 0$, the secondary peak is small and vanishing as in Zhang & Karato (1995), whereas for $\chi = 0.4$ the secondary peak is about twice as intense, closer to the results of Bystricky et al. (2000). Fig. 2 shows the result of the calculations for $M^*_m = 125$: the experimental data require a threshold dimensionless volume $\chi$ of 0.3 ± 0.1. For values of $\chi$ smaller than 0.2, the secondary peak disappears too early whereas for values of $\chi$ larger than 0.4, the secondary peak is too strong.

We made additional calculations to test the influence of the grain-boundary mobility on the value of $\chi$. We found that for a given value of $\chi$, the evolution of the strength of the secondary peak depends only weakly on the inferred value of $M^*_m$. This is due to the interaction between grain-boundary migration and the weakening of the LPO by grain-boundary sliding of small grains. For example, if the grain-boundary mobility is large, the main peaks grows faster and ‘sharpens’ the LPO. However, the fraction of small grains increases faster and grain-boundary sliding will be more active, ‘softening’ the LPO and cancelling the previous effect.

4 IMPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL

Our previous studies focused on the LPO evolution induced by dynamic recrystallization of an olivine polycrystal with no grain-boundary sliding (Kaminski & Ribe 2001, 2002; Kaminski 2002).
The main results of these studies were the following. For an efficient nucleation process \( (\lambda^* \geq 3) \) grain-boundary migration favours grains in soft orientations, in which the deformation on the softest slip system is maximum. In the case of a homogeneous deformation, these grains then rotate plastically as a function of strain towards a steady-state orientation. This steady state, in dry conditions, is such that the average orientation of the aggregate from the main peak towards the shear direction for sufficiently large strains. However, because \( \chi \ll 1 \), grain-boundary sliding involves only a small volume fraction of the aggregate and is never the dominant deformation mechanism.

The second consequence of grain-boundary sliding is a change in the evolution of the average orientation of the aggregate at large strain. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the orientation of the average \( a \)-axis in the aggregate with and without grain-boundary sliding for simple shear. At the beginning of the deformation the evolutions are similar. At large strains, however, the rotation of the average orientation to the shear plane is more sluggish when grain-boundary sliding is active. We have seen that grain-boundary sliding induces a secondary peak \( 45^\circ \) away from the shear direction. This shifts the average orientation of the aggregate from the main peak towards the secondary peak orientation and slows down the bulk rotation of the aggregate towards the shear direction. In all the cases the average orientation will align with the shear direction for sufficiently large strains. However, the time required to reach the steady-state orientation is larger with grain-boundary sliding, by about a factor 3 for \( \chi = 0.2 \) and about a factor 5 for \( \chi = 0.4 \).

The effect of grain-boundary sliding is more complex when the deformation changes as a function of time. To study that point, we consider a plane strain deformation evolving from a pure shear to a simple shear in a dimensionless time \( \varepsilon_{o,\tau} \). A plane strain deformation is defined by only two non-zero rates of strain \( \varepsilon_{11} = -\varepsilon_{22} = \varepsilon_o \), and by a variable rotational component of magnitude \( \phi \) about the \( x_3 \)-axis. \( \phi \) defines a dimensionless ‘vorticity number’ \( \Gamma = \phi / \varepsilon_o \). Pure shear corresponds to \( \Gamma = 0 \) and simple shear to \( \Gamma = \pm 1 \). In the present calculation, the vorticity number \( \Gamma \) is

\[
\Gamma = \frac{1}{5} \varepsilon_{o,\tau}.
\]

which for a dimensionless time between 0 and 5 corresponds to a deformation evolving from a pure shear to a simple shear (see Fig. 4 of Kaminski & Ribe 2002, for a graphical illustration of the streamlines of the corresponding flows). Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the mean orientation of the \( a \)-axis in the plane of deformation and the orientation of the infinite strain axis (\( \Phi_{ISA} = 0.5 \sin^{-1} \Gamma \)).
grain-boundary sliding is present, the LPO rotates faster towards the direction of the infinite strain axis. This is due to the presence of secondary peaks nourished by boundary sliding of small grains generated by grain-boundary migration (as in the simple shear example). Because a small grain whose orientation lies in a secondary peak deforms by grain-boundary sliding, its strain energy is zero and it will grow by grain-boundary migration. Grain-boundary sliding then becomes inactive and the grain again starts to deform plastically and will eventually rotate to a new orientation. As a function of the energy associated with its new orientation the grain can grow or shrink, which makes the evolution of the average orientation oscillate. Moreover, if the new orientation of the grain is aligned with the ISA, the grain will by definition keep this steady-state orientation. This in turn increases the bulk rotation rate of the aggregate towards the ISA.

Kaminski & Ribe (2002) showed that olivine LPO in the mantle will follow the convective flow direction only if the time required for the crystals to reach a steady-state LPO is smaller than the timescale over which the deformation varies along a pathline. This condition is quantified by the introduction of a dimensionless number, the grain orientation lag (GOL) parameter, defined by the ratio of the two times. This parameter has to be much smaller than 1 for the LPO to follow the flow direction. The precise threshold value of this parameter for the $\alpha$-axis orientation to be aligned with the flow direction is difficult to give. It depends on the exact value of the grain-boundary mobility, on the nature of the deformation (Kaminski & Ribe 2002) and on the value of the threshold activation volume of grain-boundary sliding. A rule of thumb based on diverse numerical experiments we have performed is that the GOL parameter must be smaller than 0.5 for the LPO to be aligned with the flow direction within $5^\circ$.

4.3 A complete example

To illustrate how one can use D-Rex to study the anisotropic signature of a convective flow, we take the example of a simple analytical corner flow. This flow has been used previously in Kaminski & Ribe (2002) to illustrate the relationship between the LPO and the flow direction. Here we illustrate the kind of seismic information provided by the complete model.
Let $U$ be the half spreading rate, and let $(r, \theta)$ be polar coordinates with origin at the ridge axis such that $\theta = 0$ is vertical. The equations of slow viscous flow admit a similarity solution in which the velocity $\hat{u}$ is a function of $\theta$ only (Batchelor 1967, p. 224):

$$\hat{\theta} = \frac{2U}{\pi} (\theta \sin \theta - \cos \theta), \quad \hat{u} = \frac{2U}{\pi} \theta \cos \theta. \quad (19)$$

To apply this model to the Earth, we suppose that $\theta = \pi/2$ corresponds to the Earth's surface while $z = r \cos \theta = 1$ is the depth of the phase change $\alpha$-olivine to $\beta$-spinel. We suppose that the aggregates are isotropic at that depth, and follow the evolution of the LPO along pathlines. The LPO evolves by plastic deformation and dynamic recrystallization with $LPO$ along pathlines. The LPO evolves by plastic deformation and of the phase change $\alpha$-spinel.

The raw product of D-Rex is the orientation distribution function of the crystals forming the aggregate, i.e. their volume fractions and orientations. Knowing the seismic properties of olivine and enstatite crystals, one can calculate the global elastic tensor for the aggregate by Voigt averaging (Mainprice 1990). We calculate in D-Rex the best hexagonal approximation of the resulting tensor using a projection method described in detail in Browaeys & Chevrat (2003). Hexagonal symmetry is the usual approximation used in seismic studies and gives the best readability to the model outputs.

Fig. 6 shows the orientation of the fast axis of the hexagonal tensor and the percentage of anisotropy for two cases: a pure olivine aggregate without grain-boundary sliding and an aggregate including 30 per cent enstatite and a threshold volume for grain-boundary sliding $\chi = 0.4$. The predictions of orientations are similar, because in the two cases the dominant orientation in the aggregate is the main peak of olivine. Inclusion of enstatite and grain-boundary sliding changes the predicted anisotropy in two significant ways. First, the total anisotropy is reduced, which yields a more common value of 8 per cent of anisotropy for the flow. Second, a ‘quasi-single-crystal’ instability far from the ridge (the fast axis rotates away from the flow direction) is suppressed.

**Figure 6.** Orientation of the axis of fast propagation (bars) and percentage of anisotropy (grey scale) for an aggregate in the corner flow defined by eq (19). The anisotropy shown is that of the medium with hexagonal symmetry that best fits the full elastic tensor predicted by D-Rex. Upper diagram: prediction without grain-boundary sliding ($\chi = 0$) and without enstatite. Lower diagram: prediction with 30 per cent enstatite and $\chi = 0.4$. The strong anisotropy in the lower left corner shows that the hexagonal approximation is not correct in that region.

### 5 DISCUSSION

Many theoretical points concerning dynamic recrystallization are still subject to debate and our model is no exception. However, it is based on well-established physical mechanisms and provides a real quantitative test of its underlying hypotheses. In particular, the value of the free parameters (nucleation parameter $\lambda^*$, grain-boundary mobility $M^*$ and threshold volume for the activation of grain-boundary sliding $\chi$) is constrained by comparison with laboratory experiments. Additional ingredients—like a randomization due to subgrain rotation or an explicitly random rotation of the crystals associated with grain boundary sliding—might be added to the model, but are not required by the present set of experimental constraints. The precise value of the physical parameters is hidden in the dimensionless parameters $M^*$, $\lambda^*$ and $\chi$. For example, the real value of the velocity of the dislocations or the threshold size for activation of grain-boundary sliding are not given. The aim of the model, however, is not to predict detailed microstructures as a numerical equivalent of laboratory experiments. Because that requires a treatment of each process at the level of the dislocations and an exact calculation of the evolution of each grain in the aggregate, it also requires much larger computational resources and complex mathematical and numerical techniques (Jessell et al. 2001). The model nevertheless encompasses the basic physics of dynamic recrystallization in a simple first-order theory. Due to the simplifications it uses, the model has a semi-analytical solution and is very fast and easy to implement in conjunction with 3-D numerical convective codes. It can be used to build the missing link between microstructural observations in the laboratory, numerical calculation of convective flows and synthetic seismograms, and measurements of seismic anisotropy in the field.

The biggest restriction of our model, shared by all others, is that it is based on semi-parametrized laboratory experiments performed at relatively high strain rates and stresses relative to real Earth conditions. The extrapolation of laboratory predictions to natural situations has been a long-standing problem in microstructural studies. However, when the deformation history of the natural samples is known, especially in a shear zone, one can conduct a precise comparison between microstructural field observations and laboratory and theoretical results. In such cases, Hirth (2004) has recently been able to show that the evolution of the LPO obtained in the laboratory by Zhang & Karato (1995) was close to the evolution observed in naturally deformed rocks. In particular, the rotation rate of the mean $\alpha$-axis towards the shear direction as a function of increasing strain is similar in the two cases. The values of the parameters we have constrained from various laboratory experiments may thus be appropriate for actual Earth conditions.

### 6 CONCLUSION

The model described in this paper includes randomization by grain-boundary sliding of small grains in order to obtain more realistic LPO at large strains. It includes three free parameters, the threshold dimensionless volume for activation of grain-boundary sliding $\chi$, the nucleation parameter $\lambda^*$ and the grain-boundary mobility $M^*$ which have been constrained by comparison with laboratory experiments (Table 2). As a function of these parameters and of a prescribed history of deformation, the model predicts the LPO evolution of an aggregate of $X_{\alpha}^{\text{ol}}$ per cent of olivine and $100 - X_{\alpha}^{\text{ol}}$ per cent of enstatite (see Appendix A). The LPO predicted by the model does not become singular and the calculation is much more
stable and robust than in the former version of the model. The incorporation of enstatite, which tends to align perpendicularly with olivine, decreases the net anisotropy which will yield smaller and thus more realistic percentages of anisotropy. A Fortran 90 code for this model, called D-Rex, can be found on our web site at http://www.ipgj.jussieu.fr/~kaminski.
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Table 2. Free parameters of the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Range of value</th>
<th>Experimental constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda^* )</td>
<td>( \approx 5 )</td>
<td>Evolution of main orientation and of J index + LPO snapshots (Zhang &amp; Karato 1995; Zhang et al. 2000; Nicolas et al. 1973)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M^* )</td>
<td>( 125 \pm 75 )</td>
<td>Evolution of main orientation and of J index + LPO snapshots (Zhang &amp; Karato 1995; Zhang et al. 2000; Nicolas et al. 1973)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \chi )</td>
<td>( 0.3 \pm 0.1 )</td>
<td>Evolution of the strength of secondary peak orientation at large strains (Bystricky et al. 2000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1), which may depend on the amount of water.

The output of the code is the time derivative of the orientation distribution function along a pathline.

From the resulting LPO, an elastic tensor can be calculated by Voigt or Reuss averaging. A transverse isotropic approximation of the elastic tensor can also be calculated.

**APPENDIX B: ANALYTICAL CALCULATION OF THE INFINITE STRAIN AXIS ORIENTATION**

The orientation of the ‘infinite strain axis’ (ISA), when it exists, is given by the orientation of the long axis of the finite strain ellipsoid (FSE) in the limit of infinite strain. The FSE is obtained from the deformation gradient tensor \( F \), which satisfies

\[
\frac{dF}{dt} = LF, 
\]  

(B1)

subject to the initial condition \( F = I \), with \( L \) is the velocity gradient tensor and \( I \) the identity tensor. The solution of eq. (B1) is (Gantmacher 1989)

\[
F = \exp (Lt) = I + Lt + \frac{L^2 t^2}{2!} + \cdots . 
\]  

(B2)

From \( F \), on can form a ‘right stretch tensor’ \( U \),

\[
U = F^T F, 
\]  

(B3)

with \( F^T \) the transpose of \( F \). The eigenvectors of \( U \) give the direction of the axes of the FSE (McKenzie & Jackson 1983), and the ISA is the limit as \( t \to \infty \) of the direction of the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue.

To obtain the limit of \( U \) when \( t \to \infty \), we first calculate the eigenvalues (real or imaginary) \( \lambda_k (k = 1, 2, 3) \) of \( L \). The matrix \( U \) can then be rewritten using Sylvester’s formula as (Hildebrand 1952)

\[
F = \sum_{k=1}^{3} \exp (\lambda_k t) \prod_{\ell \neq k} (L - \lambda_\ell I) \prod_{\ell \neq k} (\lambda_k - \lambda_{\ell}). 
\]  

(B4)

If \( \lambda_1 \) (say) has the largest norm and is real, then the ISA is the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the auxiliary matrix \( U_\lambda \),

\[
U_\lambda = \left[ \prod_{\ell \neq 1} (L - \lambda_\ell I) \right] \left[ \prod_{\ell \neq 1} (\lambda_1 - \lambda_{\ell}) \right]. 
\]  

(B5)

If one eigenvalue is equal to zero, then because the deformation is incompressible all the eigenvalues are zero and the deformation is a simple shear. The ISA orientation is then simply the flow direction. If only one eigenvalue is real, and its norm is smaller than the norm of the imaginary eigenvalues, the ISA is not defined.